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Let V be a Jordan triple system over a field k of characteristic #2 and let 
0 # Xc V be a subset. The left multiplication of V is denoted by L. One of 
the two topics of this paper is the subspace 
C,(X) = {v E V; L(v, x) = L(x, u) for all x E X}, 
the centralizer of X in V. For Jordan algebras centralizers were studied by 
Jacobson in [3] (characteristic 0) and afterwards by Harris in [2] (charac- 
teristic # 2). In this paper we generalize the results in [3] and some of the 
results in [2] to Jordan triple systems. We point out that .the proofs of [2] 
depend on the classification of separable Jordan algebras whereas our proofs 
are classification free. 
The main tool in our analysis of centralizers is triagonal elements, 
and-more generally-separable elements. The former are by definition 
linear combination of orthogonal tripotents whereas the latter become so 
after extending the base field to an algebraic closure. In practice we always 
deal with separable elements in their split form, to have available the 
tripotents and their Peirce decomposition. 
We characterize the triagonal and separable elements via their minimal 
decompositions and minimum polynomials. We show two commuting 
separable elements generate a separable subsystem. Although the centralizers 
C,(X) need not in general be triple subsystems, this holds if X is spanned by 
separable elements; if V is also separable then we show C,(X) is a separable 
subsystem if characteristic k = 0 or if X consists of a single element. Over 
perfect fields we obtain a Jordan-Chevalley decomposition. 
The author thanks M. Koecher, K. McCrimmon and the referee for 
valuable comments on earlier versions of this paper. 
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1. TRIAGONAL ELEMENTS 
Throughout we will be working with Jordan triple systems, usually 
denoted by V, over a field k of scalars. In the first three sections k can be 
arbitrary, but eventually we will assume characteristic k # 2. 
Thus, we are given a quadratic map P: V+ End V: x + P(x) such that the 
following identities hold in all scalar extensions 
W,Y) P(x) = P(x) L(Y, x> 
W(X)Y,Y) = w7 P(Y) x> 




where L(x, y) z := P(x, z) y := P(x + z) y - P(x) y -P(z) y = {xyz}. Such 
triple systems are treated in [5, 6, 81. In particular, one can derive the 
following identity (see, e.g., [6, Sect. 2.11): 
bxGY),m u>l =L4lxyu}, 0) -w, {YXU}). (1.4) 
From this one easily sees D(x, y) = L(x, y) - L(y, x) is an inner derivation 
of V. We say x, y commute on V if 
w, Y) = 0, i.e., W,Y) = UY, x>* (1.5) 
A particular example of commuting elements are orthogonal elements x I y, 
where L(x, y) = L( y, x) = 0. Note these concepts are not intrinsic to x and y; 
they depend on V: if x,y commute or are orthogonal on V they need not 
continue to commute or be orthogonal on some larger system W 2 V. 
A triple system is Jut [5, 3.11 if all elements commute, i.e., L(u, v) = 
L(u, U) for all U, v. From [5, 2.81: if V is flat, then 
(a> [W, v>, W,Y)l = [P(u, v>, P(x,Y)l = 0 
(1.6) 
(b) {x,x2W~xsJl= Ix,l-v,x,l x51 = ~~x~x~x~~x~x~I 
is a symmetric function of the variables Xi in V. 
Since we are dealing with triple systems and not with algebras, there 
is-at least as first glance-no natural way to associate with x an element 
x2. However, we have a natural “cubing”: we set x3 := P(x)x. In general the 
odd powers of x E V are defined inductively by 
x1 =x, p+’ := P(x) x2”-’ = P(x)” x for n>l. 
The subspace of V spanned by all the odd powers of x is denoted by k{x}; it 
is a flat subsystem [8, (13.32)]. 
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An element e E V with P(e) e = e is called a tripotent. Every tripotent e 
induces a Peirce decomposition of V [8, XV], which we write in the following 
form: 
V= V,(e) 0 V,(e) 0 Vo(e), where V,(e) = {x E V,L(e, e)x =,ux} 
p = 0, 1,2. Moreover, for any tripotent e E V the Peirce space V,(e) is 
invariant under P(e) and P(e) 1 VZ( ) e is an involutive automorphism. We 
denote by V:(e) the eigenspaces of P(e): 
V:(e) := (x E V,(e); P(e) x = *x}. 
One says that (e,,..., e,) is an orthogonal system if all ej are nonzero 
tripotents and ei E V,,(ej) for all j # i. Every orthogonal system (e, ,..., e,) 
induces a simultaneous Peirce decomposition of V (see [8, XV] for details): 
v= @ vij (1.7) 
O<i<j<r 
where V,, = ni Vo(ei), Vii = V,(e,) (1 < i < r), V, = V,(e,) n V,(ej) (1 < i < 
j < r), and Voj = V,(ej) n ni, j V,(e,). 
A Jordan algebra Y is called diagonal if Y = kd, 0 - -. @ kd, is a direct 
sum of copies of k, and an element is diagonal if it is a linear combination 
x=a,d, + a-. + a,d, of orthogonal idempotents di. In the same way we call 
a triple system V triagonal if V = ke, @ -.. 0 ke, for an orthogonal system 
(e , ,..., e,), and we call an element x triagonal if it may be written as a linear 
combination x=a,e, + -.. + a,e, of orthogonal tripotents (we call such a 
decomposition a triagonalization of x). Obviously, among all such 
triagonalizations we may choose one of minimal length r; we call this a 
minimum triagonalization of x. This might also be called a “semisimple 
minimum decomposition.” Note that a general minimum decomposition 
contains a nilpotent part (see Corollary 6.8). Observe that by Peirce 
orthogonality any triagonal system is flat. 
In the algebra case a diagonalization x = C aidi # 0 is minimal iff the ai 
are distinct and nonzero, in which case it is unique; in the triple case a 
triagonalization is minimal iff the af are distinct and nonzero, in which case 
it is unique up to sign (of the ai and the ei). 
THEOREM 1.1 (Minimality Criterion). The following conditions are 
equivalent for a triagonalization 
x=alel+--.+a,e, (aj E k) (1.8) 
of a nonzero element x in V: 
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(1) (1.8) is minimal; 
(2) all a; are nonzero and distinct (i.e., all aj are nonzero and 
aj # +a, for j # k); 
(3) k(x) = ke, @ ... @ ke,; 
(4) dim k(x) = r, 
and in this case the aj E k and tripotents ej are-up to enumeration and 
signs-uniquely determined: The ej are the minimal tripotents of k(x) and 
the eigenvalues aj are the values A(x) of all characters (nonzero 
homomorphisms k{x} -+* k ). Thus x is a triagonal element tfl k{x} is a 
triagonal subsystem. 
Proof. (1) Z- (2) since if r is minimal then there is no summand which 
does not contribute to the sum, so aj # 0, and no two ej, ek can be coalesced, 
so aj # fa, (if aj = eak for E = f 1 then ajej + akek = a,(eej + ek), where 
sej + ek is again a tripotent). 
The Peirce multiplication rules imply x”’ = aye, + .a. + are, for odd m in 
(1.8), hence 
k(x} c ke, @ ... @ ke,. 
This immediately shows (3) o (4), and (4) 3 (1) since if x = /3,d, + *.. + 
P,d, is any other triagonalization then dim k{x} <s, and it also shows 
(2)+ (3) since x ,..., ~*~--l are represented by e ,,..., e, through a 
Vandermonde-type matrix whose determinant is aI . .a. . a, nj>k(af - a:), 
which is nonzero by (2), so the ej can be expressed in terms of the x”‘. 
To see the ej are minimal in W= k{x}, note d =file, + ... +Prer is 
tripotent iff all pi = f 1 or 0, and if /Ij # 0 then ej E W,(d), so if d is minimal 
it cannot have two /Ij,pk # 0 (two orthogonal nonzero ej, ek in W,(d) 
contradicts the definition of minimality of d), so d = +ej. By (3) any 
character has L(ei) = pi with /3: = pi, /3f’pj = 0, i fj, so if I # 0 exactly one 
pi = f 1, i.e., 1 = +Ai for L,(x”) = a?. 1 
An important feature of Jordan triple systems is that they come along with 
a lot of Jordan algebras: To every u E I’ one associates the Jordan algebra 
V(‘) on the vector space V which has the quadratic representation U’“‘(x) = 
P(x) P(u) and the squaring operation xc2,‘) = P(x) u (see [8, 10.21). In 
general V(“) does not contain a unit. We denote by @) the Jordan algebra 
which arises from V(‘) by adjoining a unit. 
There is a well-known theory of minimum decompositions for elements in 
a power-associative algebra [ 1, 5.41. The following theorem compares the 
minimum triagonalization of x in V and in @): 
THEOREM 1.2 (Comparison Theorem). Let x be a nonzero element of a 
Jordan triple system V. If x has minimum triagonalization 
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(4 x= czlel + se. + are, 
in V then 
(b) x = a;d, + ... + a;& 
with dj = a,: ‘ej is the minimum diagonalization of x in VcX’. Conversely, ifx 
has minimum diagonalization (b) in PX’ (with all eigenvalues in k*‘) then 
(a) with ej = ajdj is the minimum triagonalization of x in V. 
Thus x is triagonal in V t@r it is diagonal in PcX’ with all its eigenvalues 
squares in k*. 
Proof. It is easy to check that whenever x = 2 ajej for orthogonal 
tripotents ej in V then ejz*x’ = ajej and ej 0 ek = P(ej) P(x) ,ek = 0 for k #j, so 
when all aj # 0 the ai’ej are orthogonal idempotents in VfX). Conversely, if 
we set W= k{x}, IV(X) = k[x]‘“’ then by “power-associativity” P(x) 
commutes with all P(w); when (b) holds for distinct nonzero a; we have all 
dj in W and P(x) is invertible on W, so P(x) P(di) dj = P(di) P(x) dj = 
U(d,) dj = 0, P(x){didj W} = P(d,, IV) P(X) dj = U(di) IV) dj = 0 by Peirce 
orthogonality in Wcx) implies P(di) dj = {didj W} = 0 in W, from which it is 
easily checked that e, = aidi are orthogonal tripotents in WC V. a 
We remark that it is possible that x has a diagonalization in P@) but that 
because its eigenvalues are not squares may have to triagonalization in V. As 
an example one can take V = k over the rationals k = Q, with the Jordan 
product P(u) v = $*v, {uvw} = UVW. Here V has no nonzero tripotents, yet 
x = 2 has x = 2d for d = 1 idempotent in PcX) (note its eigenvalue 2 is not a 
square in k). 
We recall the notions of minimum and reduced minimum polynomial for 
elements of a Jordan algebra, for which we take Vcy) since this is the case we 
are interested in: To every polynomial f = 2 air’ we associate the element 
fx,, = C W (i*y) E vcy). We obtain the ideal {f E k[z];f,,, = 0}, which is 
generated by a unique manic polynomial ,u~,~, and the ideal {f E k[z]; f,,, is 
nilpotent in Pcy)}, generated by a unique manic polynomial ,u:,,. The 
polynomial px,r is called the minimum polynomial and pi,, the reduced 
minimum polynomial (of x in Pcy’). Since an element of a Jordan algebra is 
diagonal iff the minimum polynomial splits over k and coincides with the 
reduced minimum polynomial, Theorem 1.2 implies 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let x E V. Then x is triagonal t@ ,u~,~ splits over k 
with every root of pX,X a square and p,,, =pz,,. 
This criterion shows that it is easier to find triagonal elements if the 
ground field k is algebraically closed. Indeed, the following theorem, which is 
an easy consequence of results of H. Braun, M. Koecher, and 0. Loos, says 
that they are available in abundance as long as V is semisimple. We define 
the degree of a triagonal x to be r = dim k{x}; we say x has maximal degree 
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if its degree equals the generic degree of V (the degree of the generic 
minimum polynomial m). 
THEOREM 1.4. Let V be semisimple and jinite-dimensional over the 
algebraically closed Jeld k. Then the triagonal elements are dense in V 
(relative to the Zariski topology). Indeed, the set of triagonal elements of 
maximal degree is nonempty and open, hence dense in V. 
Proof. It is shown in the proof of [5, Theorem 5.21 that k(x} has 
maximal degree iff ,u,,, = mX,x, where m is the generic minimum polynomial 
of V. Thus the set under consideration is T := {x E V; ,a:,, =,a,,, = mX,X}. 
Since m and the reduced generic minimum polynomial m” of V coincide by 
semisimplicity [5, Theorem 6.51 we have T = {x E V,,ai,, = mi,,} n {x E V, 
of the diagonal in V X V with Un @, 
Because both U and U” are open 
and 6.21 the assertion follows. 1 
The following proposition is needed later: 
PROPOSITION 1.5. (a) If x is triagonal in V, then X is triagonal in any 
homomorphic image v. 
(b) x=x,@ . . . @ x, is triagonal in V = V, @ . .. 0 V, ijjf each xi is 
triagonal in Vi. 
Proof. (a) If X= C aiei in V, where the q are still orthogonal 
tripotents (but may be zero). 
(b) If x is triagonal so is each xi by (a). Conversely, if each xi = Cj aijeij 
for orthogonal tripotents eij in Vi, then x = Ci,j cxijeij, where {eij} forms an 
orthogonal family of tripotents in V. 1 
2. SEPARABLE ELEMENTS 
We want to introduce a slightly more general notion than triagonal 
elements. For this purpose we need the notion of separability, which depends 
on the following fact: If V is a finite-dimensional Jordan triple system over k 
and K 2 k is an extension field, then [6, 15.21 
KORad VcRad(K@ V) (2.1) 
where in general, there is no equality. This leads to the definition: A 
(perhaps infinite-dimensional) V is called separable if K @ V is semisimple 
for every extension field K 3 k. It is also shown in [6, 15.21 that 
K@Rad V=Rad(K@ V) if K 3 k is separable. P-2) 
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Consequently, every semisimple finite-dimensional Jordan triple system over 
a perfect field is separable. Moreover, V is separable iff k@ V is semisimple 
where k is an algebraic closure of k [6, 15.21. 
One calls x E V algebraic if k{x} is finite dimensional (equivalently, x 
satisfies some nontrivial polynomial CT= I aixzi-’ = 0), and an algebraic 
element is said to be semisimple if k(x) is semisimple, and separable if k{x} 
is separable. 
LEMMA 2.1. Any triagonal element is separable algebraic. 
Proof. Let K 1 k be an extension field. Then Lemma 1.1(3) shows 
K{x}=K@k{x}=Ke,@... @ Ke,, which is a semisimple subsystem of 
K@V. 1 
It is easy to construct examples of separable elements which are not 
triagonal. However, we will see that at least after a finite Galois extension 
the two notions coincide. For this we need: 
LEMMA 2.2. (a) x is algebraic in V ifs x is algebraic in VtX) iff x is 
algebraic in PCX’. 
(b) Let x E V be algebraic. Then k{x} is semisimple zfl k{x}‘“’ is 
semisimple iff (k [x]‘“‘)* is semisimple. 
Proof. (a) As vector spaces k{x} = k[xlCX), which is finite dimensional 
iff (k[x]‘“‘)- = kl + k[x]‘“’ is finite dimensional. 
(b) By [S, 13 Theorem 81 we have 
Rad(k{x}‘“‘) = {u E k{x}; P(x) u E Rad k{x}} 3 Rad k{x] (*) 
which immediately implies “s=.” Conversely, if k{x} is semisimple it is von 
Neumann regular [8, 14 Theorem 31. Therefore P(x) ) k{x} is surjective and 
hence bijective. But then (*) shows Rad k{x}‘“’ = 0. 1 
THEOREM 2.3. For x E V the following are equivalent: 
(1) x is separable algebraic in V, 
(2) x is separable algebraic in PCX’, 
(3) x is algebraic with separable minimum polynomial ,uu,,, = pz,,, 
(4) there exists a finite extension K of k such that x becomes triagonal 
in K @ V. 
If char k # 2 the extension K 2 k in (4) can be chosen to be Galois. 
Proof: (I)o (2) by Lemma 2.2 and (2) + (3) by standard results on 
quadratic Jordan algebras. For (3) + (4) let K be the splitting field of 
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g E k[t], where g(r) =,~~,~(r*). Then ,u~,, splits over K with every root a 
square, hence x is triagonal in K @ V by Corollary 1.3. If in addition 
char k # 2, g is separable and K 2 k is Galois. 
Finally, for (4) =s- (1) it is enough to prove that LO k{x} = f{x) is 
semisimple. We may assume k c K c k and thus f{x} = E@ K{x}. But K{x) 
is separable by Lemma 2.1 and therefore k{x) is semisimple. 1 
The following example shows that in characteristic 2 there need not exist a 
finite Galois extension K 3 k such that a given separable algebraic element 
of V becomes triagonal in K @ V: Let k be a field with char k = 2 and (r E k, 
but a b? k*. We consider the Jordan triple system V on the vector space k 
with product P(U) u = au*v. Then V is separable and x = (r E V is separable 
algebraic, but does not become triagonal in K @ V for any Galois extension 
K 1 k because fi is not separable over k. 
3. SIMPLE PROPERTIES OF CENTRALIZERS. EXAMPLES 
For a subset Xc V we define the centralizer of X in V to be the subspace 
C,(X) := (v E V, L(v, x) = L(x, v) for all x E X} 
={VEV;D(v,X)=O}={vEV;D(X,v)=O} 
of all elements v which commute with all elements of X as defined in (1 S). If 
no ambiguity is possible we will write C(X) instead of C,(X). 
We begin our investigations with some easy properties of centralizers: 
C(X) = (-) C({x}) = C(kX) 
XEX 
(3.1) 
where kX denotes the subspace of V generated by X. 
If dim, V < co, then C(X) = C(x) (3.2) 
where x is the closure of X in the Zariski topology of V. 
If K 2 k is a field extension, then 
K 0 C,(X) = C, ov(X> (3.3) 
where we identify V with 1 @ V. 
x c C(C(X)), x c Y =a C(X) 3 C(Y), 
consequently C(X) = C(C(C(X))). (3.4) 
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We now look at a special class of Jordan triple systems: Every Jordan 
algebra Y can be viewed as a Jordan triple system by simply forgetting the 
squaring operation (or the unit element, if Y has one). The triple system 
arising in this way is denoted by V(S). Since D(x, y) = L(x, y) - L(y, x) = 
PC+ Q91 we get 
C,,,,(X) = CAX) = {a E X; [V(u), V(x)] = 0 for all x E X}. (3.5) 
This means that in the case V= k’(S) of a linear Jordan algebra X 
(char k # 2) our notion of a centralizer coincides with the one studied by 
Jacobson in [3] and Harris in [2] (see also [4, VIII, 31). 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let XZ’ be an associative algebra. Every subspace I’ of &’ 
which is closed under P(x) y = xyx is a Jordan triple system, as can be easily 
checked. Since {xyz) = xyz + zyx the following equivalence for x, y E V is 
readily seen: 
D(x,y)=00[[xy]z]=0 for all z E V (3.6) 
where [uu] = UZI - UU. If & is an envelope (i.e., is generated as associative 
algebra by P’) then 
D(x, y) = 0 iff bYI E cw> (3.7) 
which is weaker than the associative commutativity condition [xy] = 0. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. We can easily construct an infinite-dimensional 
associative algebra over any field k generated by 1, a and b with [ab] = 1 
(e.g., a twisted polynomial ring). Clearly by (3.7) a and b commute in the 
Jordan sense, but a and b* do not Jordan-commute if char k # 2 since 
[ab*] = [ub] b + b[ab] = 2b @ C(d). This shows that C(V), V= d, need 
not be a subsystem in general: 1 E C( I’), b E C(v>, but b2 = P(b) 1 & C(V). 
The same phenomenon also occurs in finite dimensions: We can construct 
a lo-dimensional associative algebra M’ generated by 1, a and b with 
[ub] = c, [UC] = [bc] = 0, C2#0. 
(Let & be the free algebra in a, b modulo the ideal 1 generated by all 
monomials of degree 23 in a or in b, together with u*b, ub*, bu* - 2ubu, 
b*u - 2bub, u*b*, bu2b, ubub, ub*u, b*u* - 2bubu; &’ has basis 1, a, b, a*, 
ub, bu, b*, ubu, bub, bubu.) From (3.7) we deduce 1 E C(u) and b E C(u) 
since [ [ub] a] = 0 = [ [ub] b] implies [ub] E C(yoP) if 1, a and b generate d, 
but P(b) 1 G C(u) if char k # 2, since [ [ub’] a] = [2bc, a] = -2c* # 0. Thus 
C(u) need not be a subsystem of V in general. 
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EXAMPLE 3.3. The following is an example of a Jordan triple system 
which in general does not arise from a Jordan algebra: Let q be a quadratic 
form on a vector space V over the field k. Then V together with P becomes a 
Jordan triple system if we put 
P(x) Y = 4(x, Y> x - 4(x) Y 
where q(x, y) = q(x + y) - q(x) - q(y), x, y E V. One knows that the radical 
of V coincides with the radical of q. It is readily checked that if char k # 2 
then y E C(x) iff q(z, y) x = q(x, z) y for all z E V. Thus 
C(x) = Rad q = Rad V for OfxERadq 
C(x) = kx for 0 # x 6Z Rad q. 
In both cases C(x) is a subsystem of V. 
We specialize to the case char k # 2, q nondegenerate and V = V, 0 V, 
with dim Vi > i. Then V and Vi are central simple. We have C(V,) = 0 since 
dim V, > 2 and hence C(C( I’,)) = V$ V,. This shows that in general the 
inclusion in (3.4) is strict: There is no double centralizer theorem. 
Another consequence we can draw here is C,(V) = 0. This is contrary to 
the Jordan algebra situation, where the unit element centralizes everything. 
The following theorem is proven in [ 111: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let V be central and non-degenerate (i.e., P(x) = 0 3 
x = 0) and char k # 2. Then C,(V) # 0 13 there exists a unital Jordan 
algebra X on the underlying vector space of V with quadratic representation 
U and a scalar [E k* such that P(x) = @J(x) for all x E V. 
4. CENTRALIZERS OF A SINGLE ELEMENT 
From now on we will assume char k # 2. 
In this section we study centralizers of a single element. For easier 
notation we write C(x) := C({x}). The formula (13.32) in [8] says L(u, v) = 
L(v, u) for U, v E k(x} which gives 
k{x} c C(k{x)) c C(x). (4.1) 
From Example 3.3 we see that in general we do not have equality. We also 
note that equality would imply that C(x) is a subsystem of V, which, as we 
know, is not the case in general. However, for triagonal elements C(x) is a 
subsystem. 
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THEOREM 4.1 (Triagonal Centralizing Criterion). Ler x be triagonaf with 
minimal triagonalization x = CT=, a,ei. Then for v in V the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) v E C(k{xlh 
(2) v E C(x), 
(3) D(x,v)x = 0, 
(4) V E VOO + E=I C(ei))- 
In particular, C(x) is a subsystem for triagonal x. Further, if e is tripotent 
then 
C(e) = VO(e) 0 V:(e). 
Proof. From the definition we see (I) * (2) * (3). Let V= c Vij be the 
Peirce decomposition of V. Then, using the Peirce multiplication rules 
proved in [8, 151 and the notation flij = P(e, + e-e + e,) Vii we get 
(XXV) = 2 iFo afvii + x (a; + a;) Vij + C afVf0 
j>i>O i>O 
{XVX) = 2 x afUii + 2 2 a,ajz7,. 
i>O j>i>O 
Since the aj are all distinct and nonzero and char k f 2 we have (3) o (4) 
since D(x, V) x = 0 iff {XXV} = {XVX} iff all vgi = 0, Uii = Vii> and Vii= 0 
(initially we get (af + af) Vij = 2CXiajCij, which implies vii = k?,, hence 
vii = *Vii, and (ai f a,)’ vij = 0; because ai f aj # 0 this forces Vij to be 0). 
Thus it remains to show (4) +- (1). Since k{x} = @r= 1 kej we get C(k{x}) = 
nj C(ej) by (3.1). But C(ej) = V:(ej) @ Vo(ej) by what we have shown up to 
now. Hence nj C(ej) = V,, @ (@;=, V:(ej)) and (4) * (1) follows. 1 
The following theorem says that C(x) is a subsystem for the much broader 
class of separable elements of V: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let x E V be separable. Then 
(a) C(x) = C(k{x}) = {v E V; {xxv} = {xvx}} is a subsystem. 
(b) If W is a subsystem of V containing x, then C,(x) = Wn C,(x). 
(c) If in addition V itself is separable, then C(x) is a separable 
subsystem. 
Proof. Using (3.3) it is easy to see that it is enough to show 
(a) in case k is algebraically closed. But in this case x is triagonal and 
so the assertions follow from Lemma 4.1. 
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(b) Since x is also separable in W, we get C,(x) c Wn C,(x) from (a); 
the other inclusion is always true. 
(c) We have to show that k@ C,,(x) = C,,,(x) is semisimple, where k is 
an algebraic closure of k. This follows from Theorem 4.1(4) since we will see 
below in Corollary 4.4 that all Peirce spaces V,,,,, V:(e,) (and hence their 
direct sum) inherit semisimplicity. 
For semisimplicity of Peirce spaces we need the following lemma, which 
supplements the investigations in [lo]. (Actually (4.3) is true for an 
involutive grading of any Jordan structure over an arbitrary ring of scalars.) 
LEMMA 4.3. Let V be a Jordan triple system and V= V, 0 V_ the 
eigenspace decomposition of an involutive automorphism of V. Then 
Rad V, = V, n Rad V, E=f (4.3) 
where Rad denotes the Jacobson-radical; in particular 
V semisimple 0 V, semisimple. 
Proof For x, y E V, we have according to [6, 3.21: (x, y) is quasi- 
invertible in V iff (x, y) is quasi-invertible in V,. This already implies 
V,n Rad V c Rad V,. Let x be in Rad V,. For the reverse inclusion in (4.3) 
we must show (x, y + z) is quasi-invertible for all z in V,, y in V-,, which by 
[6, (3.7)] is equivalent to (x, z) and (x’, y) being quasi-invertible. Now by 
definition of x E Rad V, we have (x, z) quasi-invertible for z in Vg. Let 
a := x2 in V,. Then x - P(x) z = B(x, z) a = a - {xza} + P(x) P(z) a for x in 
the ideal Rad V, shows a also is in Rad V,. Because P(y) a E Vs we have 
(a, P(y) a) quasi-invertible in V,, hence B(a, P(y) a) = B(a, y) B(a, -y) (by 
[6, JP24]) is invertible, so B(a, y) is surjective and (by [6,3.2]) (a, y) is 
quasi-invertible. Thus (x, z) and (x”, y) are quasi-invertible. ti 
COROLLARY 4.4. (a) ([6, 5.8; 12, Lemma 61). Let V= @ Vi,. be the 
Peirce decomposition of V relative to an orthogonal system (e, ,..., e,). Then 
Rad Vii= VijnRad V for O<i<j<r. (4.4) 
(b) For any tripotent e we have 
Rad V:(e) = V:(e) n Rad V, & = f. 
In particular, if V is semisimple, then so are all Vii and Vi(e). 
Proo$ (a) We apply 4.3 to the automorphism B(e, 2e). Here V, = 
V2(e) + Vo(e), V- = VI(e), so Rad V,(e) = V,,(e) n Rad V for ,u = 0, 1, 2. 
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Applying this to e, = e, + . . - + e, (,u = 0) and to ei (.u = 2) gives (4.4) for 
I’,,,,, Vii. Restricting B(ei, 2ei) to V,(e,) and V,(ej) with ,u = 1 gives (4.4) for 
Vi, = V,(e,) n V,(e,) and Vii = V,(ej) n V,(e,). 
(b) We already know Rad V,(e) = V,(e) n Rad V. Since V:(e) are the 
eigenspaces of the involutive automorphism P(e) 1 V,(e), the result follows 
from (4.3). I 
As another application of Lemma 4.1 we will prove that the sum of two 
commuting separable elements is separable. We begin with a preparatory 
lemma: 
LEMMA 4.5. Let e E V be a tripotent and y E V:(e). Then 
(a) k{e,y} isj7ut. 
(b) Ify is triagonul, so is k{e, y}. 
Proof: (a) Since P(e) = Id on X = V:(e) we see Y is a Jordan 
algebra with unit e, k{e,y} = k[y]; it is well known that any Jordan 
subalgebra k[y] is flat. 
(b) By Theorem 1.1 k{ y} = kfI @ -a- 0 kfr is triagonal if y is. Since 
y E V:(e) we get y E C(e) from Theorem 4.1. Then e E C(y) and we apply 
once more Theorem 4.1, this time to x = y, u = e. We obtain e = e, + 
e1 + -. . + e, for elements e, E V,,(h), ei E Vl dfi). Because e is tripotent the 
e, are orthogonal tripotents. We claim 
k{e,y}=ke,O(kg,Okh,)O...O(kg,Okh,) 
(gi = i(fi + ei), hi = +(fi - ei)). 
It suffices to prove the gi, hj are orthogonal tripotents; then they span a 
subsystem containing ei, fi, hence e, y, yet are contained in k{e, y}, so they 
span k{e, y}. But orthogonal tripotency is easily verified using (1) 
P(A) ei = et (ei E v:(f;:)), (2) P(ei)h =A (fi E JfY(e>), (3) L(.fi, ei> = 
L(ei,&), (4) gi, hi, ei,fi E: v:(A)3 e, E vo(f;:). I 
THEOREM 4.6. Assume that x and y commute and x is separable. Then 
(a) k{x,y} is flat. 
(b) rfy is also separable then k{x, y} is separable. 
(c) If x, y are triugonul then k(x, y} is triugonal. 
Proof. It is enough to prove the assertions (a), (c) when x is triagonal, 
since these will imply the assertions (a), (b), (c) for separable x by passing 
to the algebraic closure (using Theorem 2.3(4)). Let x = a,e, + .-a + a,e, be 
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the minimal triagonalization of x. By Theorem 4.1 y = y, + y, + -a* + yr, 
where ~0 E Voo, Yi E Vt(e,). Since the Peirce projections in (1.7) are given 
by multiplication operators by the ei, we have a direct sum decomposition 
By 4.5(a) each k{e,,y,) is flat, hence so is their direct sum, establishing (a). 
Now assume y is triagonal. By Proposition 1.5 each yi is triagonal too, and 
by Lemma 4.5(b) each k{ei,yi} is triagonal, so their direct sum k{x,y} is 
triagonal, too. I 
5. ARBITRARY CENTRALIZERS 
We turn to the description of arbitrary centralizers. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let X be a finite-dimensional separable subsystem of V, 
or more generally any subset such that KX is spanned by separable elements 
for some field extension K 3 k. Then 
(a) C,(X) is a subsystem of V. 
(b) If W is a subsystem of V containing X, then 
C,(x) = W n C,(X). 
Proof. Let Y c KX consist of separable elements with KY = KX. 
(a) It is enough to show that K @ C,(X) is a subsystem of K 0 V, which 
follows from K @ C,(X) = C, &KX) = C, &Y) = 0 yE y C, & y) and 
Theorem 4.2(a). 
(b) We may assume KX c K @ W c K @ V. Then Theorem 4.2(b) 
implies K@ C,(X) = CKow(KX) = n,,, C,.,(y) = K@ Wn 
n,,, C,,,(y) = (K @ IV) n K @ C,(X) = K @ (Wn C,(X)), which shows 
(b). The case when X is a separable subsystem follows from Theorem 1.4 
(the separable elements are dense, hence span X). 1 
If we specialize Theorem 5.1 to the situation where V is the Jordan triple 
system of a Jordan algebra we get 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let x be an arbitrary Jordan algebra and 3 ajinite- 
dimensional separable subalgebra. Then the centralizer CA9) is a 
subalgebra, and if X is a subalgebra of x containing 9 then CA.9) = 
X n C,(S). 
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This corollary was first proved by N. Jacobson in characteristic 0 using 
the theory of “associates” [3, Th eorem 21 and afterwards generalized as 
stated above by Harris [2, Proposition 1.11 using the classification of 
separable algebras. 
The proof of the following theorem uses a technique which is “Weyl’s 
unitary trick for Jordan simple systems.” 
THEOREM 5.3. Let V be a finite-dimensional semisimple Jordan triple 
system over a field of characteristic 0, W a semisimple subsystem over V. 
Then C,(W) is a semisimple subsystem. 
Proof. We begin by recalling that in characteristic zero semisimplicity is 
a “linear property”: V (over k) is semisimple 
o K @ Y is semisimple for every extension field K 3 k 
- L @ V is semisimple for some extension field L I k. 
Furthermore, by Theorem 5.1 we only need to show “semisimplicity” of 
GW? 
(a) Let V be compact (see [9, 3.1(c)] for a definition). Since every 
subsystem of a compact Jordan triple system is again compact [9, Satz, 
3.6(b)] and therefore semisimple, the theorem holds in this case. 
(b) Assume k = C. By [9, Satz 3.51 we can choose a Cartan involution 
of W and extend it to a Cartan involution of V. Since Cartan involutions of 
semisimple complex Jordan triple systems are just conjugations relative to 
compact forms [9, Satz 2.81, this means that there exists a compact Jordan 
triple system U such that V = C @ U and W = C x (W f7 U). Because 
C,(W) = C @ C,(Un w) and (a) holds, the theorem follows in this case. 
(c) If Q c k c C the theorem follows from (b) and the remark at the 
beginning of the proof. 
(d) Let k be arbitrary, (xi ,..., x,,,) a basis of W over k, (x1 ,..., x,, 
X m + i ,..., x,) a basis of V over k, cij,. the structure constants of V relative to 
XI ,***, x,, i.e., (xixjx,} = C;=, cfjrxI, and let k, be the smallest subfield of k 
containing all the cij,. Define V, = @JzI k,xj and W, = V, n W = 
@YE, k,x,. Obviously, V, is a Jordan triple system over k, such that 
k @ V0 = V and W, is a subsystem of V,, with k @ W,, = W. Hence W, and 
V,, are semisimple and the theorem follows in general if we can prove it for 
V, and W, . But since k, is finitely generated over the prime field of k,, there 
exists a field isomorphism of k, onto a subfield k, of C. This can be 
extended to an isomorphism (over the integers) of l-‘@ onto VI = @j”=, k, Xj 
sending W,, onto W, = @y=, k,x,. Because the radical does not change by 
restricting scalars to Z the triple systems V, and W, are semisimple. By (c) 
C,,(WI) is semisimple and thus also C,(W,). 1 
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We point out that Theorem 5.3 generalizes Theorem 4.2 at the expense of 
restricting the characteristic of the base field. Further, analogous to 
Corollary 5.2 one gets the corresponding result for Jordan algebras which 
was proved by N. Jacobson [3, Theorem 31. This result was extended by 
Harris [2, Theorem 3.11 to characteristic f2 using the classification of 
separable Jordan algebras. 
6. JORDAN-CHEVALLEY DECOMPOSITION 
In this section we will show the existence of a Jordan-Chevalley decom- 
position for elements in a Jordan triple system over a perfect field. To this 
end we need to investigate Jordan triple systems which are flat, i.e., L(u, v) = 
L(v, u) for all u, b E V. It was proved in [5,2.8] that the flat Jordan triple 
systems are precisely the subsystems V= &- of elements in a unital 
commutative associative algebra d which are skew under an involutorial 
automorphism o. Indeed, setting 
xL(Xi,y,);Xi,yiE k’ 
I 
d- := V (as vector space) 
XY=Xo Y, uv = L(u, v), xv =vX=X(v) 
makes L& = &‘+ @ L& into a unital commutative and associative algebra 
with involutorial automorphism o(a+ + a-) = a, - a- and 
P(u) v = uvu, {uvw) = 2uvw. (6.1) 
We point out that the odd powers of v E V in V and d coincide. This 
reduction to commutative associative systems makes it easy to establish 
results about flat systems. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let V be flat, u, v E V and n odd. Then 
(a) (P(u) v)” = P(P) v”, 
(b) (u + v)” = f 
i=O 
( ; ) f’(~)(~/~)(‘- ui + 2 
i=O 
( ; ) f’(~)(“~)~ v~-~. 
i-1(2) i=O(2) 
Proof. (a) Using (6.1) we get (P(u) v)” = (uvu)” = u”v”u” = P(u”) v”. 
(b) Since M’ is commutative and associative, we can apply the usual 
binomial formula and get 
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(24 + 0)” = 2 y ufvn-* = n 
( 1 
n y(l/2)(n-i)Uiy(l/2)(n-i) 
i=o 1 = ( ) i O i 
irl(2) 
+ 2 ( y ) U(1/2)ign-iU(1/2)i 
i=O 
isO(2) 
which is just our assertion. 1 
For a Jordan triple system V in general, one calls v E V nilpotent if v” = 0 
for some n. Moreover, v is called properly nilpotent if v is nilpotent in all 
Jordan algebras V(‘), u E V. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let V bejlat and N the set of nilpotent elements of V. 
Then N is an ideal of V consisting of properly nilpotent elements. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.1(b) N is a subspace of V and by Lemma 6.1 (a) we 
have P(V) N + P(N) V c N. But P(V) N c N also implies P( V, V) N = 
L(V, V) N c N, thus N is an ideal of V. For x E N and u E V we get by 
induction: x(‘~+‘*~) = p(u)” x2”+‘, because x(~~+‘*~) = p(x) p(u) x(~“-‘*~) = 
P(x) P(u) P(u)“-’ xZn-’ = P(u)” x2n+ l, which shows that x is properly 
nilpotent. I 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let V be flat and finite dimensional. Then the radical 
of V is the set of nilpotent elements of V. In particular, tf V is semisimple so 
is any subsystem. 
Proof. This is a consequence of Corollary 6.2 and [8, XIII, 
Theorem 121. 1 
Besides nilpotent elements the other ingredient of Jordan-Chevalley 
decompositions is separable elements. We put 
S(V) := {x E V, x separable}. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.6 we get: 
LEMMA 6.4. Let V beflat. Then S(V) is a subsystem of V, i.e., S(V) is a 
subspace of V and x, y E S(V) implies P(x) y E S(V). 
LEMMA 6.5. Let V be flat and finite dimensional. 
(a) If V is separable, then every element of V is separable. 
(b) Conversely, tf k is perfect and every element of V is separable, 
then V is separable. 
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Proof. (a) Since K @ V is again flat and semisimple, it is enough to 
show that for x E V k(x) is semisimple. This follows from Corollary 6.3 
because the only separable and nilpotent element is zero. 
(b) We have: 
K@S(V)=S(K@ V) if K/k is Galois 
V/k finite dimensional 
(*I 
since Rad(K{ g(x)}) = g(Rad K(x)) shows S(K 0 V) is stable under 
g E Gal(K/k), hence by [6, 15.11 it is defined over k, so S(K @ V) = K @ 
(S(K @ V) n V) = K @ S(V). In particular, if k is perfect all K/k are 
separable and have a Galois closure K, and if S(V) = V, then S(K @ V) = 
I? @ V shows Rad(K @ V) = 0, hence Rad(K @ V) = 0, too, in view of (2. l), 
and V is separable. 1 
THEOREM 6.6. Let V be a finite-dimensional and flat Jordan triple 
system over a perfect field k. Then V is the direct sum of the separable 
subsystem S(V) = {x E V, x separable} and the ideal Rad V = {x E V, x 
nilpotent }: 
V=s(v)@Rad V. (6.2) 
Moreover, the decomposition (6.2) is unique: Every separable subsystem of V 
is contained in S(V). 
ProoJ By Lemma 6.5(b) we already know that S(V) is a separable 
subsystem of V. Further, S(V) n Rad V= {O}. 
Since k @ Rad V = Rad k @ V and k @ S(V) = S(k @ V) by formula (*) 
in the proof of Lemma 6.5(b) it is enough to show V = S(V) + Rad V for an 
algebraically closed k. We denote by x + R the canonical projection of V 
onto v= V/Rad V. For an arbitrary x E V we have that 2 is separable by 
Lemma 6.5(a). 
Therefore Theorem 2.3 implies the existence of an orthogonal system 
CC 1,-**, e;) in v with x = a~?, + . . . + a,~?~. By [ 7,4.9] we can lift (8, ,..., e;) to 
an orthogonal system (e,,..., e,) of tripotents in V. Because X= 
(ale1 + -.e + a,e,) and aleI + ... + are, is triagonal we get V = S(V) 0 
Rad V. 
The uniqueness of the decomposition follows from Lemma 6.5(a). m 
Remark 6.7. Another way of phrasing Theorem 6.6 is to say that V has 
a unique Wedderburn decomposition. This puts Theorem 6.6 into a wider 
context. Actually, it is possible to derive this theorem from the classical 
Wedderburn decomposition theorem and Malcev’s theorem about the 
conjugacy of such decompositions by making use of the imbedding of V into 
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an associative and commutative algebra as described in the beginning of this 
section. 
COROLLARY 6.8. Let V be a Jordan triple system over a perfect field k 
and let x E V be algebraic. Then there exists a unique decomposition 
x=x,+x n (6.3) 
with the properties 
(1) x, and x, commute, 
(2) x, is separable and x, is nilpotent. 
Moreover, x,, x, E k{x} are polynomials in x. 
Proof. We can apply Theorem 6.6 to k(x) and get k{x} = S(k{x})O 
Rad k{x} and thus x =x, + x,, where x, E S(k{x}) is separable and 
x, E Rad k{x} is nilpotent. 
Let x = xi + XL, where xi, XL satisfy (1) and (2). Then W = k(xj, x;} is 
flat by Theorem 4.6(a), so by Theorem 6.6 W = S(W) @ Rad W. Here x = 
x,+x,=x:+x:, for x,,x,Ek(x]c W with x,,xAEN=Rad W by (2) 
and Corollary 6.3. Moreover, xS, x6 E S(w) by (2), so by uniqueness of the 
direct decomposition we have x, = xi, x, = x; . 1 
Generalizing the notion in associative and Lie situations we call (6.3) the 
Jordan-Chevalley decomposition. 
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